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Where Have We Been! ? !
That seems to be the question that everyone is asking. We didn't know how popular this little newsletter was
until we didn't produce one for a while. We have been extremely busy winding up the video production,
updating the printed materials and traveling to all of your locations. Regulatory activity has slowed
considerably since the Republican sweep. I believe you will be pleased that this issue of the newsletter deals
mostly with updates and not proposed new regulations.
Recordkeepin2 ReQuirementsAmmended
The Agricultural Marketing Service, United States Department of Agriculture, is amending it's regulations
governing recordkeeping of Federally restricted-use pesticides by certified applicators. The final regulations
revise the definitions of the terms "medical emergency" and "licensed health care' professional," provide new
requirements for recording the location of "spot applications" of federally restricted-use pesticides, reduce the
time period (from 30 days to 14) for a certified applicator to make a record of the application of a federally
restricted-use pesticide, clarify the circumstances under which licensed health care professionals may obtain,
utilize, and release restricted-use pesticide records or record information, and clarify the penalty provisions in
the regulations.
Worker Protection Standard Update
Though the USEPA may have intended to provide an "educational" approach in enforcing the WPS, the
requirements are in-place and apparently full enforcement should be expected for the 1995 season. Disgruntled
labor groups such as the Farmworker Justice Fund is spreading the word that they are prepared to file suit
against any state agency that does not enforce the WPS completely. Expect some minor modifications to the
WPS in late March or early April. Please refer to Jim Egenrieder's (ARA) article summarizing the potential
modifications.
Proposed Respiratory Protection Standard Update
The current standard is nearly 25 years old and OSHA's proposed update would
reflect changes in methodology and technology since 1971. The proposal includes
requirements for a written program, medical evaluation of respirator wearers and use
of the NIOSH/MSHA approved equipment.
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Tax Credit Le2islation Reintroduced
The Agricultural Retailers Association (ARA) has been instrumental in the reintroduction of H.R. 41 which
would provide a 15% tax credit to agricultural businesses who must invest in machinery, equipment and
structures in order to comply with federal, state or local environmental regulations. ARA is encouraging all
members to contact their US. Congressman asking them to sponsor H.R. 41.
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Video-Based TraininS!Off To A StrollS!Start
Feedback on the video-training has been very positive. We really appreciate the comments on the overall
system but especiallyyour comments on the quality of the films. The video based training concept was just an
idea this same time last year. We value your ideas, comments and suggestions so please don't hesitate to let us
know how we can improve the system. Also, we are starting the planning stages of making four new videos
for 1995. Currently we plan to make videos to provide training on the subjects of Hazardous Materials
(HMI26F) and the Worker Protection Standard. Investigation into the following feedback may prove helpful
for everyone
Feedback
Test questions are too difficult

Early Observations
Managers using the video, book and providing
additional support and discussion have employees
scoring better than those using the video alone. (We
can revise or delete any questions with "tricky"
wordings if you advise us.)

How do I know when the video will arrive and
what subject it will be?

Laurie will provide at your request a schedule of
anticipated ship / pickup dates and subjects.

UPS didn't come back to pick up my video.

UPS will make 3 attempts to pick up your package.
If you don't surrender the package upon the 3rd attempt
UPS will not return without the issuance of another call
tag. UPS tracks documented attempts.

Nine subjects (147 minutes) is a little overwhelming. (Note: This feedback has only come
from locations attemting to fulfilltheir annual
training requirements with this tape.)

You're right! Considering the fact that ((live"training
for the same 9 subjects would take 2 1/2 days, we are
seeing better results by:
1. Switching to montWymeetings.
2. Divide the 9 subjects into 2 different training sessions
about a week apart.
Interestin2:Note: New hire employees are more
receptive to; and achieve better overall test scores than
current full-time employees. We recommend that you
create an atmosphere where you have your employee's
full attention. Attitude can also make a world of
difference.

Three days isn't a long enough time period to
provide training for my new employees.

All the regulations (except HazMat) require the employee be trained prior to initial assignment. With that
in mind, Laurie can schedule for a later pickup at your
request.

HazMat Re2istration Fees to Chan2e
Currently those facilities offering or transporting shipments of hazardous materials are required to register
annually and pay a total annual fee of $300. The Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) will
be proposing a graduated fee based on type and quantity of hazardous materials offered or transported. The
proposed rule will be open for public comment spring 1995.
DOT Interpretation Hits Dealers
A rule interpretation ITom the Department of Transportation and a new proposed rule impose additional
requirements on industry to comply with the hazardous materials registration fee program. The program
requires shippers and offerors of hazardous materials to register annually with DOT and pay a $300 fee. The
interpretation does apply to a consignee who returns a tank car containing residue of a hazardous material. For
example, a retail dealer customer who receives a rail car of anhydrous ammonia from a basic manufacturer who
unloads the tank car and returns it with residual in the tank car (due to the car's physical and design limitations)
is subject to the registration requirements.
Speak Now Or Forever Hold Your Peace
Some people who don't farm are telling the EPA that you don't need triazines. They say your customers have
plenty of other alternatives that will give them similar yields and profits at the same cost. Their message to the
EPA is pretty clear. They feel it's time to put the other alternatives to use. That your customers should accept
the loss of all triazines and go back to using the tillage implements of old, just like that. We don't agree. The
survival of the triazines are counting on the fact that you've never accepted things just like that. It's your
customers most economical production tool. And if you or your customers don't act now, you could lose the
triazines. Endorse the importance and benefits oftriazines to your customers operation. Write the EPA today.
Your pen can make all the difference. Washington needs to hear from you by March 23, 1995.
Public Response and Program Resources Branch
File Number OPP-30000-60
Field Operations Division (7506C)
Office of Pesticide Programs
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M St., SW, Washington, DC 20460

Hours of Service Relief Update
Relief from the Hours of Service rules seems unlikely at this point as the National Transportation Safety Board
is considering tightening the rule for all truck drivers due to the number of accidents blamed on driver fatigue.
On January 17, 1995 Rep Bereuter (R-NE) and Laughlin (D-TX) introduced S.526 to explicitly exempt farm
and retail supply vehicles from hours of service requirements within 100 air miles of their facility. If passage
occurs S.526 could be attached to another transportation bill or even the 1995 Farm Bill.
Watch Your Mail
for the new revised WPS, RUP, DOT and Pre-Mix conversion posters. They're hot
off the press and just in time for the 1995 season.

House Passes Moratorium on New Regulations
Newspaper headlines on Saturday March 4, 1995 typically read "House passes property-rights bill" however
the real meaning of the House's passage of four bills could have a positive impact on our industry. The
property-rights bill could rip apart the federal regulatory regime built over the last century, making good on the
GOP promise to overhaul the way government does business. After two days of debate, the House approved a
bill that would require the federal government to pay landowners when key environmental regulations diminish
the value on the property by 20 percent or more. Outraged environmental groups say the bill would virtually
halt new regulations to protect endangered species and wetlands. Property-rights advocates in Congress
agrees. The bill which passed 277-148, topped off a week of bills that would turn the federal governments
power to make and enhance regulations on it's head. The bills now go to the Senate where their fate is less
clear. The four regulatory reform bills would reverse a century long tradition of putting what the government
perceives as the public good ahead of the economic cost to individuals and businesses. All four GOP antiregulatory bills are aimed at making it much more difficult for federal agencies to make new regulations in the
first place. In addition to the property-rights bill, the House also passed a moratorium on new regulations.
The moratorium would apply to regulations issued after November 20, 1994 until the end of 1995 or the date
on which the president signs the regulatory reform law. Supporters of the four bills say it represents a new way
of thinking, one that acknowledges that regulations are not free and that government can't protect everyone
from every danger.
Note: I believe the impact of these bills represent what many of you have asked or wished for. While it is very
unlikelythat we can eliminate all regulatory requirements, much needed relief can be achieved by preventing or
slowing down the promulgation of new regulations. I strongly recommend that you contact your Senator in
Washington D.C. immediatelyand ask for his/her support.
40-Hour Hazwoper Training
Every facility which plans to use it's employees to control, contain or cleanup spilled hazardous substances in
an emergency must have training under this rule. Since this rule affects practically every location we work
with, we have been looking into the possibility of arranging for EPA approved training to be performed around
the Owensboro, Kentucky area. Our goal is to contract with a qualified organization which can provide a
customized program geared to the agricultural retailer at an economical cost. We have no intentions of trying
to teach this course ourselves, but only to possibly provide you the best source of this type of training. We
would appreciate any comments you would have on this proposal. Please phone, fax or mail a note to Allen or
Randy with your comments.
Alcohol Testing Rule-Update
The Federal Highway Administration has extended the deadline to May 1, 1995 for employers with 50 or more
CDL drivers to meet pre-employment testing requirements. The original deadline was January 1, 1995
however due to the availabilityoflimited testing sites an extension was necessary.
Extensive New Survev Reveals Outstanding Stewardship
Environmental stewardship has caught on in a big way among those handling fertilizer and chemical inputs
across rural America according to a survey featured in a recent issue of Dealer PROGRESS Magazine.
Consider that:

.
.

96% of dealers said their bulk pesticide tanks were in a containment area;
75.4% said they store all of their pesticides under roofto eliminate stormwater inside the
containment area;

.
.
.

90.6% said their containment volume was equal to at least 110% of the largest tank's capacity;
88% said all seams and cracks in containment floor and walls were sealed; and
78% said containment systems in the transfer area were large enough to handle the volume of
their largest transport truck.

NIOSH Pans Use Of Back Belts.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has issued a report, Workplace Use of
Back Belts: Review and Recommendations (1994), that does not recommend the use of back belts for
preventing job-related musculoskeletal injuries of uninjured workers. The agency, which provides scientific
data to OSHA, does not consider back belts to be protective equipment. The report concludes that the
effectiveness of back belts in lessening the risk of back injuries remains unproven, and some evidence indicates
the belts may actually place additional strain on wearers.
Chemical Companies Fined For WPS Violations
DuPont and Rhone Poulenc face a total of $2.125 million in fines for shipments of pesticides with proposed
amended labels that were submitted to EPA, but found to be in serious error by the agency. The products the
agency said were mislabeled because they did not have proper warning or caution statements were DuPont's
Bladex 4L, Bladex 90 DF, Extrazine II DF and Extrazine II 4L herbicides and Rhone-Poulenc's Chipco
Ronstar 50 WP herbicide. These are the first civil administrative cases filed under WPS, enacted in 1992.
EPA's notices to the companies said the WPS labels contained errors that could create a potential for serious
harm to workers, handlers, other persons or the environment. EPA stated that the penalties should send a
message to the pesticide industry that EPA intends to enforce violations of the WPS.
Exactly Who Pays For PPE?
OSHA has clarified its position that employers, in most cases, must provide and pay for worker's personal
protective equipment (PPE). In a compliance memorandum sent to field offices, OSHA noted that its general
PPE standard, as well as specific standards should be interpreted to require employers to provide and pay for
personal protective equipment required by the company to do his or her job safely and in compliance with
OSHA standards. If the equipment is very personal in nature and is usable by the workers off the job, the
matter of payment may be left to labor-management negotiations. PPE not normally used away ITomthe
worksite includes, but is not limited to welding gloves, wire mesh gloves, respirators, hard hats, specialty
glasses and goggles (such as those designed for laser or ultraviolet radiation protection), specialty foot
protection (such as metatarsal shoes and lineman's shoes with built-in gaffs). PPE that is personal in nature
and often used away from the worksite includes non-specialty safety glasses, safety shoes and cold-weather
outerwear of the type worn by construction workers. However, shoes or outerwear subject to contamination
by carcinogens or other toxic or hazardous substances which cannot be safelyworn off-site must be paid for by
the employer. Failure of the employer to pay for PPE that is not personal and not used away form the job is a
violation of OSHA standards and shall be cited the memorandum noted. It also pointed out that the PPE
standard does allow employees to provide their own equipment to accommodate work situations in which it is
customary for workers in a particular trade to provide their own PPE. However, the employer is obligated to
make sure that such equipment is adequate and that it is properly maintained.
Clean Air Ni2htmare
Complying with the Clean Air Act of 1990 is considered by some to be the most expensive law to comply with
ever enacted by Congress. It is reported that the forthcoming regulations will affect all US. industries
dramatically. Just how much the costs will be are stillunknown because so many variables are unknown. One

of the problems facing many agribusinesses - fertilizer and grain handling facilities, for example, is in EPA's
definition as to who is a "major source" emissions contributor. Emissions are calculated at 100% operating
capacity, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Efforts are underway to convince EPA to recognize the
"seasonality" of many firms in our industry so that small facilities are not classified as "major source" and
thereby not required to obtain operating permits and pay fees.
Groundwater Protection Plans Must Be Prepared and Implemented By Au~wst 24 (KY ONLY)
On August 24, 1994, the Division of Water's groundwater protection plan regulation, 401 KAR 5:037, became
effective. For facilities subject to the rule, the regulation requires that specific or generic groundwater
protection plans be prepared and implemented within one year of the effective date of the administrative
regulation, or upon commencement of the regulated activity, whichever is later. Therefore, groundwater
protection plans (GPPs) must be prepared and implemented by August 24, 1995. The regulation applies to a
broad spectrum of activities, including the following:
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Land treatment or land disposal of a pollutant;
Storing, treating, disposing, or related handling of hazardous waste, solid waste or special waste
in landfills,incinerators, surface impoundments, tanks, drums or other containers, or in piles;
Commercial or industrial storing or related handlingin bulk quantities of raw materials,
intermediate substances or products, finishedproducts, substances helClfor recycling, or other
pollutants held in tanks, drums or other containers or in piles;
Transmissionin pipelines of raw materials, intermediate substances or products, finished products,
or other pollutants;
Installation or operation of on-site sewage disposal systems;
Storing or related handling of road oils, dust suppressants or deicing materials;
Mining and associated activities;
Installation, construction, operation, or abandonment of wells, bore holes, or core holes;
Collection or disposal of pollutants in an industrial or commercial facilitythrough the use of floor
drains which are not connected to on-site sewage disposal systems, closed-loop collection or
recovery systems, or a waste treatment system permitted under the Kentucky Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System;
Impoundment or containment of pollutants in surface impoundments, lagoons, pits, or ditches; or
Commercialor industrial transfer, includingloading and unloading, in bulk quantities of raw
materials, intermediate substances or products, finishedproducts, substances held for recycling, or
other pollutants;
Storing or related handling of bulk quantities (greater than 55 gallons) of pesticides or fertilizers
for commercialpurposes;
Storing or related handling of bulk quantities (greater than 55 gallons) of pesticides or fertilizers
for the purpose of distribution to a retail sales outlet.
Applying of pesticides or fertilizers for commercialpurposes;
Applying of fertilizers or pesticides for public right-of-way maintenance or institutional lawn care;

However, the regulation does provide a general exclusion from the requirement to prepare a GPP. A GPP will
not be required if it can be demonstrated that the activity otherwise requiring a GPP has no reasonable potential
of altering the physical, thermal, biological, or radioactive 'properties of the groundwater in a manner,
condition, or quantity that will be detrimental to the public health or welfare, to animal or aquatic life, to the
use of groundwater as present or future sources of public water supply or to the use of groundwater for

recreational, commercial, industrial, agricultural or other legitimate purposes. The regulation sets forth specific
factors for consideration in this determination. From the standpoint of the regulated community, the general
exclusion is perhaps the most important provision of the regulation for persons who conduct activities that do
not have reasonable potential to pollute groundwater. This provision affords persons subject to the regulation
the opportunity to limit their compliance efforts to those activities that merit regulation and to "opt-out" of
coverage for other activities. Judicious use of this exemption is necessary and appropriate in order to establish
reasonable bounds for this otherwise open-ended regulatory program. In addition to the broad exclusion,
certain activities are specificallyexcluded from the requirements. These include the following:
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Normal use or consumption of products sized and packaged for personal use by individuals;
Retail marketing of products sized and packaged for personal use or consumption by individuals;
Activities conducted entirely inside buildings, subject to specificrestrictions;
Storing, related handling, or transmission in pipelines of pollutants that are gases at standard
temperature and pressure;
Storing municipal solid waste in a container located on property where the municipal solid waste
is generated and which is used solely for the purpose of collection and temporary storage of that
municipal solid waste prior to off-site disposal;
Installing and operating sewer lines or water lines approved by the Cabinet;
Storing water in ponds, lakes or reservoirs;
Impounding storm water, silt, or sediment in surface impoundments; .
Application of chloride-based deicing materials used in roads or parking lots;
Emergency response activities conducted in accordance with local, state, and federal law;
Fire-fighting activities;
Conveyance or related handlingby motor vehicle, rolling stock, vessel, or aircraft;
Agricultural activities at agriculture operations;
Application by commercial applicators of fertilizers or pesticides on lands used for agricultural
purposes;

Because of the broad applicabilityof the regulation and the limited exclusions, it is likely that most members of
the Chamber of Commerce will be required to prepare and implement GPPs. As contemplated under the
regulation, the GPP will be a well-planned, comprehensive document. Both specific and generic GPPs will be
required to provide general information regarding the facility and identify regulated activities and practices
chosen to protect groundwater from pollution. The plan must also provide an implementation schedule for the
practices selected as well as a schedule for employee training necessary to ensure implementation of the plan.
The plan must also provide for an inspection schedule. The person responsible for implementing the plan, or a
duly authorized representative, must certify that the plan complies with the requirements of the regulation. The
preparation of a GPP requires the evaluation of technological means for protection of groundwater from
pollution. The regulation provides specific practices that may be included in the plan. For certain types of
activities, specific practices must be adopted as part of the plan. Site specific GPPs need not be pre-approved
by NREPC. However, they must be submitted within 30 days of a written request to review the plan. If it is
determined that a GPP is not required for a specific activity, that determination must also be submitted to
NREPC within 30 days of a written request. The regulation permits the preparation of Generic GPPs that may
apply to substantiallyidentical activities. However, unlike site specific GPPs, generic GPPs must be submitted
to NREPC for pre-approval. Upon submission, the preparer of the GPP must also publish in a statewide
newspaper and a trade publication likely to be read by those affected, a notice identifying the activities
addressed by the proposed generic GPP and providing for a thirty day comment period. The regulation
requires that GPPs be prepared and implemented by August 24, 1995. The preparation of the type of plan that

'"

is contemplated under the regulation will require a substantial investment of time and resources. In order to be
sure that the plan is implemented in advance of the regulatory deadline, it will be necessary to begin preparation
of the plan well before that date, if preparation has not already begun. With respect to Generic plans, which
are subject to the thirty day comment period, the plans must be prepared well in advance of the deadline to
allow for approval and adequate time for implementation by those who elect to use the Generic GPP, The
regulation does not contain provisions for operating without a plan after August 24, 1995.
This article was reprinted with permission trom the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.

Top 20 Cited OSHA Violations
October
Rank

1, 1993 through September

30, 1994

Standard

Subject

Total
Violations
.5826

Initial
Penalty

1

Written Hazard Communication Program

1910,1200 (e)(l)

$3,170,303

2

OSHA 200 Log

1904,2(a)

3941

1,258,237

1910.1200(h)

3834

2,427,512

3

Hazard Communication-Employee

4

Hazard Communication-Labeling

1910, 1200(f)(5)

3367

1,194,210

5

Posting of OSHA Notice

1903.2(a)(1)

2895

656,205

6

Access to Employee Exposure & Medical Records

1910.20(g)(1)

2166

136,205

7

LockoutJTagout-Energy Control Program

1910. 147(c)(1)

1960

1,926,388

8

LockoutJTagout-Energy Control Procedures

1910.147(c)(4)

1476

2,953,552

1910.212(a)(1)

1886

2,969,327

1910.215(b)(9)

1735

878,290

191O.1200(g)(1)

1626

646,800

9
10

Information

Machine Guarding-Types of Guarding

11

Abrasive Wheel Machinery-Exposure
Hazard Communication-l"ISDSs

Adjustment

12

First Aid-Eye \X/ashfor Corrosives

1910.151(c)

1583

1,410,260

13

LockoutJTagout- Training & Communication

1910.147(c)(7)

1485

8,780,450

14

l"lechanical Power TransnllSsion-Pulley Guarding

1910.219(d)(1)

1376

1,123,733

15

Wiring Methods-Flexible Cords and Cables

191O.305(g)(1)

1228

610,493

16

Machine Guarding-Point of Operation Guarding

191O.212(a)(3)

1187

1,973,635

17

Abrasive Wheel Machinery- V'/orkRests

191O.215(a)(4)

1156

715,655

18

Guarding Floor & Wall Openings & Holes

1910.23(c)(1)

1113

1,520,348

19

Electric-Guarding of Live Parts

1910.303(g)(2)

1059

1,093,602

20

Electric- Wiring

191O.305(b)(1)

1020

627,905

Source: OSHA Compwerized Information System
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Summary of Recent WPSFederal Register Notices
EP A proposed five changes in the January
11,1995 Federal Register that would
accomplish many of the regulatory fixes
proposed by our July8, 1994 joint petition
with NASDA, Nationa Ag Aviators Assn,
and others. ARA is preparing comments on
behalf of dealers for all five proposals. We
encourage your comments. The following
changes are under consideration:
1. Establish

shorter

REls for lower

risk pesticides;
EP A has so far limited the discussion of
"lower risk" pesticides to biological
pesticides. However. yesterday EP A
proposed to issue a Pesticide Regulation
Notice (PRN) to shorten the restricted e:ntry
interval (REI) for low-risk active ingredients
from 12 hours to 4 hours. The change would
affect up to 75 pesticides in toxicity
categories 3 and 4.
The 1992 WPS established a 12 hour
minimum REI for all pe:sticide products for
ag uses with longer REIs for more: toxic
products. EP A use:d "12 hours" to provide a
safety margin for unknown adverse effects
and to provide a substitute for the more
subjective "after sprays have dried and dust
has settled," which was used previously.

2. Revise training and retraining
requirements;
EP A issued a proposed rule to shorten the
training grace period for workers and to
consider reducing the:retraining interval for
both workers and handlers.
Worker Training Grace Period
Under the 1992 WPS, the 15-day grace
period would have been re:duced to five days
after October 20.1997. Recognizing that the
15- day grace: period might compromise
worker safety. our July 8 joint petition to
EP A recommended reducing the grace
period to five days immediately. We believe
five days was sufficient to minimize the
number of training se:ssions each week.
EP A suggested three options: Option 1
would eliminate tJle 15-day grace period
after one year. Option 2 would reduce the
grace period to 5 days or less. Option 3 is to
require a scheduled weekly training program
to train any untrained workers.
EP A recognizes that reducing the grace
period will requiring more frequent training
and there by increase the costs of training
workers. However. EP A hints that it prefers
Option 3. suggesting that it may reduce costs
and be less disruptive to field activities,
ARA is preparing comments on behalf of
dealers that contract farm labor to their
customers. I look forward to your comments
on these options.
Retraining Intervals
EP A also suggests options for reducing
both the worker and handler retraining

interval (number of years before workers
and handlers must be retrained): Option 1.
Retain the existing 5-year interval: Option
2. Shorten the interval to 3 years: or Option
3. Require annual retraining.
USDA questioned the need for shorter
retraining intervals, and in an opinion
shared by ARA. recommended that clear
distinctions be made for handlers and
workers. ARA also plans to recommend
that commercial applicator businesses be
given greater flexibility than other handler
employers.

3.

exemptions for certified
crop advisors and others;
Provide

Crop advisors are categorized as pesticide
handlers under the 1992 WPS but were
exempted until January L 1995 by S. 1913.
which was signed by President Clinton last
April. EP A proposed on January 11 to
exempt certified or licensed crop advisors
from all require:ments, and to exempt their
crop advisor employees from all but training
requirements. EP A also proposed a oneyear phase in period (until January L 1996)
where all crop advisors would be exempt in
order to provide time to obtain certification
or licenses.
Because farm\\'orker advocates are
concerned that some worker employers
might take advantage of the crop advisor
classification to exempt some workers, EP A
sought to establish some minimum level of
qualifications for crop advisors under the
WPS. ARA fought some crop consultant
organization efforts to require crop advisors
to be certified under a specific program
because of the negative impact such
requirements can have on successful
professional certification such as the CCA
program. \Ve are generally pleased with
EP A's proposed "means-tested" approach
that recognizes licensing and certification
under a variety of professional programs or
state guidelines.
In its proposal. EP A also recognized
ARA's concerns presented in the July 8
joint petition to exempt pesticide company
representatives. government personnel.
university researchers and others. ARA
argued that because there is usually no
commercial relationship between these
individuals and the grower or applicator for
a specific application, the grower or
applicator could not be expected to take
responsibility for notifying these indi\'iduals
of recent applications.

4. An exception for limited.contact
early entry; and
Early entry is entry into a pesticide
treated area before the expiration of the
REI. The 1992 WPS currently allows entry
during the REI only for emergencies or
specific short-term (less than 1 hour) tasks
where no contact occurs.

Acknowledging the July 8 petition, EPA
issued a notice of proposed exceptions to the
WPS worker early-entry restrictions for
certain limited-contact acti\'ities. As
proposed, EP A would allow workers to
enter during the REI up to three hours
during a 24-hour period if:
the activity must be performed during
the REI;
if inhalation exposure levels have been
met;
contact is minimal and limited to
forearms, hands, lower legs and feet:
the specified prE requirements are met:
REI is for a pesticide that does not
require "double notification" (skull and
cross bones label):
no hand labor is performed: and
workers are notified verbally that they
are permitted to enter the treated area
under this exception.

.
.
.
..

..

5. An exception for early.entry
irrigation work.
EP A has proposed a two-year exception
to allow workers to perform irrigation tasks
during an.REI, if specific conditions are met.
EPA plans to do this without going through
a formal rulemaking process, and the \VPS
provides for such exceptions. Ag interests
support the change, particularly those in
California and Hawaii. Farm worker
advocates will support it with assurance that
there will be no increased risks. The state of
California also requested an exception for
early-entry frost prevention tasks, which is
stin being considered.
Under the proposal, early-entry irrigation
work must meet the requirements listed
above for limited-contact earl entry, as well
as the following:
The time in the treated area for any
worker does not exceed eight (8) hours in
any 24-hour period;
no entry during the first four hours and
until inhalation exposure levels are met;
other WPS early-entry requirements are
met (PPE, heat-inness avoidance,
decontamination, etc.); and
these terms and conditions are posted.

.
.
.
.

While many of these exceptions also
apply only to workers. ARA is planning to
submit comments to express dealers'
concerns. You can send your comments to
Jim Egenrieder by fax at 202-457-0864.
\Ve'll incorporate your comments into
ARA's general comments. If you have
lengthy or detailed comments, please send
them by em ail to jimeg@delphi.com on the
internet or call Jim at 202-457 -0825 to
transfer your comments by modem. At your
request, ARA will submit your comments
directly to EP A for the public record.
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